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This invention relates to a screw driver 
designed to be keyed on a screw, which en~ 
ables instant and permanent contact between 

i the driver and the screw'without binding and 
6 throughout the drive, and holds the screw in 
alignment with the driver. Because of these 

' features it is peculiarly adaptable for factory 
work in driving screws by power. ' . 
' The di?iculties heretofore encountered 

10 with keyed on screw drivers were, that of 
inserting the key in the reciprocal-key hole of 
the screw head, nearly as di?icult to accom 
‘plish as centering the ordinarybit in the 
cross slot of a screw, a tapered key which 

15 would bind in the key hole, the expensive 
special screw, and a short bearing of the key 
and key hole, functioning merely as a‘ key 
or requiring a. deep'erbore in the screw than 
was practical. In order that the blade of 

20 the‘screw driver may have su?icient strength 
to revent bending, buckling or breaklng 
undgr strain in driving the screw, it should 
have su?icient thickness of metal immediate 
ly above the working edge of the driver blade. 

25 To accomplish this requirement the blade of 
my design is tapered downward toward that 
portion of the blade entering the kerf of the 
screw. ’ 

The keyed-on screw driver of my device is 
desi ned to obviate these di?iculties. _ 

aving described the purpose of my 1n 
vention, the nature of which will be fully 
understood from its description I give below 
when considered in connection with the draw 
ing in which similar parts are designated 
by the same letter in the various ?gures. 
Figure 1 is a side view of the blade of the 

screw driver. Figure 2 is a front view of 
the same driver. Figure 3 is a. top view/of 
the reciprocal screw. Figure 4 shows the 
manner in which the driver occupies the cross 
slot and key hole of a screw. Figure 5 shows 
a cross section of the head of a screw expos 
ing the form and depth of the key hole. 
Figures 6, 7 and 8 are intended to show the 
operation of the screw driver in relation to 
its various features, in'contact with the re 
ciprocal screw. Figure 6, the insertion of the 
tapered point of the key. > Figure 7, centered 
on the screw by means of the key before the 
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signed to taper laterally from the key to the 

bit has entered the cross slot, and Figure 8 
showing the complete- contact. 
In Figures 1 and 2 A is the blade of the 

screw driver, B is the bit, 0 is the key, and D 
is the tapered extremity of the key. Figure 
1 also indicates that the blade of the driver is 
tapered longitudinally to its working edge 
or that portion which enters the.kerf of the 
screw, to add strength to the blade and to 
enable its working ed e to bevisible. 
~. In Figures 3 and 5% is the top surface of 
is; scliewi head, F the cross slot, G the reciprocal 
e o e. ‘ 

11 Figure .4 B is the bitiof the driver, de 
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outer_ edge of the blade and bit, at least on 
the sides opposite the bearing sides of the 
bit. This eature enables easy access of the 
bit in the cross slot while the tool is revolved. 

It will be observed that the tapered point 
of the key enables it to ?nd and be easily 
inserted in the key hole of the screw head.‘ 
The taper does not extend to the bit because 
the cylindrical shape of the key extending 
below the bit centers the bit and as the driver 
turns, the bit slips automatically into the 
cross slot of the screw. 'The cylindrical key 
centered on the bit and extending longitu 
dinally above and below the extremity of 
the bit, and, ?tting snugly into the key hole of 
the screw a?ords along bearing which holds 
the screw in alignment with the driver. This 
cylindrical form ofthe key and ‘the short 
taper at its extremity enables a straight bore 
in the screw head which can be formed with 
an ordinary straight drill at slight additional 
expense. The straight hole is preferable in 
preventing the ‘key binding in. the key hole. 
The cyhndrical key extending both above 

and below the extremity of the bit gives it 
a greater length of hearing which otherwise 
could only be obtained by an undesirable 
depth of bore in'the screw head. 

I claim :— i 

1. A screw driver, the broad sides of its 
blade tapered longitudinally downward to— 
ward its working edge, comprising in com 
bination a cylindrical key centered on‘ the 
workin edge of said blade and extending m0 
longitu ' ally with the blade above and ‘ 
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‘below the said working edge, 

2 

the blade ?ttin into the ke of a screw being 
slightly tapere laterally rom its ‘center to 
its‘ ‘lateral edges. - 

2. A screw driver, the broad sides of its 
blade tapered longitudinally downward to-' 
ward its workinw edge, comprising in com 
bination a cylindrical key centered on the 
working edge of said blade and extending 
longitudinally with the blade above and 
below the said working edge, the key being 
tapered toward its extremity from a point 
Well below the “said working edge, and the‘ 
portion of the blade ?tting into the ke of 
a screw being sllghtly tapered laterally rom 
its center to its lateral edges. 
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